
Prayer of the People                                        My prayer is a prayer of grief that came out of
Sept. 28, 2019 this week’s experience where

lament was so strong and where hope is 
arising right next to our grief.

Great Mystery,

We hear the cry of the earth, our home for 4Billion years, the cry of the one who 
shelters and nourishes and embraces…

The cry we hear resounds through the salmon and the starving orcas, 

We hear the cry of old growth trees cut for development

We hear, no…we no longer hear the songbirds’ cry because many are now extinct

We hear the cry of the warming ocean that keeps on rising as glaciers keep melting

We hear the cry of the polluted air thick with Carbon Dioxide from cars, ships, 
planes and factory emissions

We cry because of an economic system that breeds and fosters corporate profit
over human needs and rights

We cry because we are part of this scenario, contributing to the earth’s destruction 
because we are willfully blind, apathetic, selfish, greedy, lazy or any number of 
reasons

For all this we grieve…

And we hear a cry of hope:  from Greta Thunberg from Sweden, from Rebecca from 
Victoria and from the millions of people led by youth all over the globe inviting us to
save…not destroy our home

To deal with our top environmental problems, we need a spiritual and cultural 
transformation. And so we pray, Holy One, that you break us open to become more 
aware of the sacredness of all creation, and to have the courage to take that journey 
of a spiritual and cultural transformation.

Let us also remember ‘Orange Shirt Day’ symbolizing everything that the 1st Nations 
children lost in being sent to the Residential schools…yet another cry that we hear.

How dare we not listen and grieve and then act with radical compassion?


